The Journey to Ferndale
1948 - 1950
Highland Park – Where it Began
My journey to Ferndale began in Highland Park, Michigan
when I greeted the world at 11:37 p.m. on March 15, 1948.
Unlike my mother who was born at home just a few blocks
away, I was born at Highland Park General Hospital. I was
one of more than 1,000 babies to be delivered at that hospital
in 1948.
My first official designation was “Boy Coleman” or at least
those are the words placed on the hospital record that bears
my tiny footprints. That generic designation would soon be
replaced with a formal name chosen for me by my parents.
Because they were members of the Roman Catholic Church,
and intended to baptize me into the Church in the coming
weeks, the name they selected for me was that of a canonized
saint. My middle name was given in honor of my paternal
grandfather. So from that day forward – and for the last 68
years – I have borne the name of Thomas Frank Coleman.
The name given to a child is significant. It can have major psychological and social ramifications.
Fortunately for me, I liked my name. I was lucky that my name, or any twisted derivatives of it,
could not be used by other children to mock or tease me. During my younger years, I was usually
called “Tommy.” As I matured and entered middle school years, I started to refer to myself as
“Tom” and asked others to do the same. I never used
the name “Thomas” in oral communications, reserving
that name solely for formal occasions when I had to
sign my name to a document or fill out a business or
governmental form.
It was not until decades later that I explored the
significance of my time and date of birth through
astrology, the year of birth through Chinese astrology,
and my designated names through name numerology.
Through the lens of conventional astrology, I am a
Piscean. Chinese astrology says I am a Rat. Name
numerology suggests the names Thomas and Frank
Highland Park General Hospital
have very significant connotations and influences.
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But like it or not, none of these “esoteric”
practices or philosophies would enter the
realm of my consciousness until I was
well into my thirties. My journey to
Ferndale and my life in Ferndale would be
influenced – indeed dominated – by the
dogma and teachings of the Roman
Catholic Church. I was initiated as a
Catholic in a baptism ceremony at
Visitation Church on April 11, 1948. This
is the same church where my mother was
baptized in 1921 and where she attended
school for 12 years. My mother’s parents,
Frank and Catherine Steil, were devout
Visitation Church and School
Catholics. Although they were born on
the eastside of Detroit and raised in the parish of St. Anthony Church in Detroit, after they married
they attended Visitation Church which was located just a few blocks outside of the boundaries of the
City of Highland Park.
My parents and grandparents, on both the paternal
and maternal sides, had a significant historical
connection with Highland Park. My father’s side
lived in that area from 1918 and well into the 1940s.
My mother’s parents lived there from 1920 to 1950
when they moved to the suburb of Royal Oak.
When my father, Murray F. Coleman, was born in
1920, his parents were residents of Highland Park.
The family of Roy and Margaret Coleman lived in
one of several apartments above a series of adjacent
stores on Woodward Avenue just south of Six Mile
Road. When his father died in 1932, the family
continued to live there.
After my parents married in 1943, they moved into
the living quarters above the residence of my
mother’s parents on Fullerton Avenue – a duplex in
Detroit which was located just a few blocks outside
of the boundaries of Highland Park. That is where I
lived for the first two years of my life. While I was
too young for anything but the vaguest memories –
perhaps just impressions of my life there – I did sense
receiving double the usual amount of love, some from
my parents and an added dose from my grandparents.
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George Steil (left), his wife Katherine (far
right), and his son Frank and daughter-inlaw Catherine in front of their duplex at
2158 Fullerton Avenue.

My Grandma Steil had a rocking chair and she no doubt sat in it rocking me to sleep or just giving
me the comfort of her unconditional love. As a place to start one’s life, the house on Fullerton and
the area in which it was located provided a solid foundation.
As a result of living in the Highland Park area during all of their formative years as children and
young adults, my parents were influenced by the economic, social, and political forces and
environment of that time and place. Their environment surely had an impact on their personal
beliefs and views of the world around them. In turn, they had – or at least they attempted to have
– an influence on my perspective of myself and of the society in which I was living.
Not only did I have ancestors who lived in Highland Park, some of them died there as well. My
paternal grandfather, Roy Coleman, died there of heart failure in 1932. For several years he was a
manager for the Belle Isle Creamery Company. He was also reputed to be a freelance bootlegger,
bringing alcohol from Canada and distributing it in Detroit during the prohibition era. His daughter
Jean died there in 1923 at the age of 6 as a result of injuries from a car accident on Woodward
Avenue when she was crossing the street in front of the apartment complex where they lived. My
mother’s paternal grandfather, George Steil, died at the home of his son Frank.
My grandfather Roy’s mother, Sarah Renton, died
at 39 Geneva Avenue in Highland Park at the
home of her daughter Jenny Coleman Freer after a
six month illness. Roy, Jean, and Sarah are buried
at Woodlawn Cemetery, which is located about a
mile north of the Highland Park city limits.

39 Geneva Ave. where Sarah Renton died.

For my parents, grandparents, and their loved ones,
Highland Park was the location of many special
occasions – births, birthday parties, weddings, and
funerals. The story of my journey to Ferndale,
therefore, requires a close look at the social and
economic fabric of Highland Park during the era in
which the Coleman and Steil families lived there.

Highland Park was incorporated as a village in 1889. In 1907, Henry Ford purchased 160 acres of
land on which he built an automobile factory. This caused the population of the village to increase
dramatically. The village incorporated as a city in 1918. Chrysler Corporation was founded in
Highland Park in 1925. An area which was home to only 927 people in 1900 housed more than
52,000 by 1930. The population decreased slightly to about 48,000 people by the time I was born.
I, and thousands of other infants born in Highland Park in the years following World War II, are
known as “Baby Boomers.” Returning military veterans started families and provided labor for the
expanding economy. The “American Dream” broadened from home ownership to include car
ownership as well. Husbands became fathers and breadwinners while wives became mothers and
homemakers. At least in terms of the white population, the emergence of the Baby Boom generation
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laid the foundation for a culture portrayed by popular television sitcoms such as Leave it to Beaver,
the Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet, and The Donna Reed Show.
The automobile industry had a major influence on my mother’s side of the family. Her father Frank
and her paternal uncles all worked for auto makers. My grandfather first worked for the Packard
Motor Car Company and then, for several decades until he retired, Grandpa Steil was employed as
a tool and dye maker for General Motors. The culture of the automobile industry permeated Detroit
which soon became known as “Motor City” and later as “Motown.”
Ford closed its plant in the late 1950s. “White flight” from the city after the riots in 1967 changed
the racial composition of Highland Park and its vicinity. A city that had an overwhelmingly white
majority in 1950 now has a population that is 93 percent black.
Racial tension was stirred up during the Great Depression of the 1930s when Highland Park resident
Arthur Lupp founded the Michigan branch of the Black Legion – a secret vigilante organization
affiliated with the Klu Klux Klan. The Legion was opposed to immigrants, Catholics, Jews, blacks,
and labor organizers. Some public officials and business leaders in Highland Park belonged to the
Black Legion. A chief of police, a mayor, and a member of the city council joined this group. The
rein of terror of this organization ended when a few dozen of its members were convicted of murder
and conspiracy to murder in the late 1930s.
I can only imagine the damage this group did to race relations in Highland Park during the decade
it was prominent there, and the lingering effects it may have imprinted on the residents who
eventually were confronted with a situation where a growing influx of black auto workers wanted
to live closer to work. This is not to say that all, or even most, residents of Highland Park were
blatantly racist. But cities and communities in Wayne County – the county that included Detroit and
Highland Park – were racially segregated. Actual or perceived threats to that status quo were not
welcomed, much less accepted, in that era.
The white population of Highland Park was at an all time high in 1950. It began to drop dramatically
in the following two decades, with the 1967 riots in Detroit as a catalyst escalating the speed of
“white flight” to the suburbs during the
following decade.
My parents moved from Highland Park to
Royal Oak when their family expanded
from two children to three in March 1950.
Despite the move to Oakland County, my
father continued to work in Highland Park
for more than two decades. He was a doorto-door insurance salesman with a territory
in that area. By the early 1960s, his
assigned route was overwhelmingly black.
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1950 - 1954
Royal Oak – Moving to the Suburbs
The decision of my parents to move to
Royal Oak was motivated in large
measure by their need for larger living
quarters with more bedrooms. The
emergence of new housing tracts in
Royal Oak and other suburbs was part
of the post-war development of
moderate-sized and low-cost homes,
with affordable financing for war
veterans. My father, an ex-Navy petty
officer, took advantage of this
opportunity.
Kathleen and Murray Coleman moved
in 1950 with five-year-old Larry, twoyear-old Tommy, and baby Danny to a
new bungalow they purchased in Royal
Oak. Suburban living it would be for
the Colemans for decades to follow,
with Royal Oak being a temporary stop
on the way to Ferndale.
My initial impressions of the world
around me were formed from ages two
The three boys – Danny, Tommy, and Larry – in 1951
to six during the few years we lived in Royal Oak. I
formed my first memories of Santa Claus, the Easter
Bunny, and the Tooth Fairy there. It was the house on
Blair Street where I learned how to speak and how to
read.

Christmas 1952 at the house on Blair St.

Life was simple for the Coleman family from 1950 to
1954. My father drove to work in Highland Park and
went door-to-door selling accident and life insurance.
My mother tended to the house, nurturing and teaching
her children basic life activities. To keep herself
connected to the outside world, she became a part-time
sales representative for Avon products.
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Royal Oak encompasses about 11 square miles of land. It was first incorporated as a village in 1891.
At the time it became a city in 1921, the population of Royal Oak was about 6,000 people. The
population increased significantly in each subsequent decade – 23,000 in 1930, 25,000 in 1940,
47,000 in 1950, and 80,000 in 1960 – until it reached its peak population of 86,000 in 1970. Today,
about 59,000 people live in Royal Oak.
The 1970 Census documented only 26 black people living in Royal Oak, out of a total population
of 85,000. That increased to 116 black people in 1980, and 330 in 1990. The 2000 Census reported
that the population was 95% white, about 1.5% black, and 1.3% Hispanic, while the 2010 Census
shows an increase of the black population to 4.3% and Hispanics to 2.3%, with 2.4% Asian. Even
though the overall population is still 90% white, the city is becoming slightly more diverse in its
racial and ethnic composition. The Royal Oak of today is quite different than the virtually all-white
community it was prior to 1970.
My idyllic life in Royal Oak was marred three times by
serious illness. I was afflicted with pneumonia on three
occasions between the ages of two and five.
Pneumonia often begins as an upper respiratory tract
infection that moves to the lungs. Fluid and debris gather in
the air spaces in the lungs and block the normal passage of
air, making it harder for the lungs to function normally.
Breathing becomes labored. Pneumonia can have very
serious consequences for children. Some 2 million children
in the world die each year from the illness.

Parents watch child in oxygen tent

On each occasion, my symptoms appeared suddenly while I
was sleeping at night. I had a hard time breathing and would
run to my parents bed, crying and pleading for help. As I
struggled for breath, my parents would become alarmed. I
would start to panic, thinking I was going to die.

My mother would put Vicks VapoRub on my chest and
throat and heat up a pan of water into which she would put another gob of the stuff. My Dad would
get the car running and I would sit in the front passenger seat, with the pan of water on my lap and
a towel over my head. I would breathe in the vapors as my Dad would speed me to the hospital a
few miles away. I would beg him to drive faster as I struggled for air, wondering if I would die
before I got to our destination.
Reaching the emergency room was a major relief. On all three occasions, my condition was severe
enough to warrant hospitalization. After being admitted as a patient, the nurses would put me in an
oxygen tent where I would receive a heavy dose of oxygen for two to three days. Once I was
confined to an oxygen tent for nearly a week. My parents and grandparents would come to visit me,
looking in on a little boy in a bubble. It was difficult for a youngster to remain confined for so long.
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When I turned five, I attended kindergarten classes
at Oak Ridge Elementary School which was just
three blocks from our house. During the second
week of my first grade classes there, I would come
home and complain each day that I was bored.
When my parents confirmed with the teacher that I
was progressing much faster than the other students,
they decided to enroll me in a Catholic school. The
closest school they could find with an opening in
first grade was at St. Benedicts in Highland Park.
My father had to drive me to school on his way to
work in the morning. A neighbor whose child also
St. Benedict School in Highland Park
was enrolled at St. Benedict’s would pick us up.
My brother Gary was born in 1953. Some or all of us boys would often spend time with our
grandparents who lived two miles away. Because my mother was their only child, and since
Grandma Steil was not employed, they had time for us and we were always welcomed there.
If we were lucky, we would watch our
favorite television shows and spend the
night afterwards. During a weekday, it
might be the Soupy Sales Show or on
Sunday it might be Lassie. The Howdy
Doody Show (photo) was also a favorite.
For us Coleman boys, living in a family in
the suburb of Royal Oak – with doting
grandparents nearby – was truly an era of
innocence. We were naively insulated from
the tension of the larger reality around us.
Part of that larger, and unpleasant historical
reality associated with Royal Oak was the anti-Semitic social and political atmosphere that was
promoted for nearly a decade by the pastor at the Shrine of the Little Flower – the largest Catholic
church in the city. “The Shrine of the Little Flower was known as a place of hatred of Jews,”
recalled Rabbi M. Robert Syme in a news story published in the New York Times in 1992.
The news story explained: “Starting in 1938, the Rev. Charles E. Coughlin delivered hypnotic, antiSemitic orations from his pulpit at Little Flower. His messages, carried by the CBS Radio Network,
reached audiences of 40 million, and crowds that numbered as high as 25,000 gathered on
Woodward Avenue to hear Father Coughlin speak.”
Another source reported that Father Coughlin once said during a radio broadcast: “When we get
through with the Jews in America, they'll think the treatment they received in Germany was nothing."
Although the Catholic hierarchy banned him from the radio in 1942, Father Coughlin remained
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pastor of the Shrine of the Little Flower well into the mid-1960s. Allowing someone with such antiSemitic views to remain in a position of religious authority in Royal Oak surely sent a subliminal
signal to the community that such an extreme position merely warranted a slap on the wrist.
Anti-Semitism was not just an expression of
verbal bias. It was incorporated into legal
documents and real estate practices in the
1940s, remnants of which remained well into
the 1960s. FHA lending policies redlined
areas with high percentages of Jews.
Restrictive covenants were a method of
exclusion as well. Real estate agents were
punished if they broke the implied social and
economic agreement of not selling or renting
to Jews or racial minorities.
The anti-Semitic diatribe of Father Coughlin – broadcast by radio for several years from his pulpit
in Royal Oak to millions of Americans – reinforced centuries of Catholic teachings that it was the
Jews who murdered Jesus. Catholic school children and adult parishioners heard the clergy blaming
the Jews – as a people – for the crucifixion. This religious scapegoating coincided with biases that
stemmed from independent economic considerations and social prejudice.
These attitudes and practices existed among some
segments of the population in Royal Oak and other
areas of Metropolitan Detroit long before I was born.
As children being raised in the all-white and virtually
all-Christian community of Royal Oak, I and other
Baby Boomers were oblivious to the continuing
existence of anti-Semitism or, for that matter, racial
bias in our midst.
It would not be until many years later that I would
eventually become aware of the complex political,
economic, religious, and social forces that existed
outside of the protective bubble in which I had lived
as a child growing up in the suburbs of Detroit. But
during the time I lived in suburbs such as Royal Oak Playful children oblivious to larger reality
and Ferndale as a child, I was blissfully ignorant of
such matters.

~ ~ ~
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Life in Ferndale
1955 - 1962
Grade School Years
My family moved to Ferndale in 1955. The
house purchased by my parents at 215 N.
Gardendale Street was as close to the City of
Detroit as one could get and still be considered
a suburbanite. We were two houses north of
Eight Mile Road – the six-lane thoroughfare
that separated Detroit (in Wayne County) from
Ferndale (in Oakland County).
On the south side of Eight Mile Road were
racially-mixed neighborhoods. The north side
– where we lived – was virtually all white. As
a seven-year-old moving into a new area, I was
completely unaware of such things.

Ferndale streets were lined with beautiful trees

Ferndale was incorporated as a village in 1918 and had a population of 2,000 when it became a city
in 1927. The city encompasses about four square miles of land. In 1912, a narrow strip of pavement
was laid on Woodward Avenue through Ferndale – from Detroit on the south to Royal Oak on the
north. The road-widening project occurred from 1924 to 1928, making Ferndale the first community
in the United States to have an eight-lane highway running through its borders.
The population of Ferndale increased significantly in the 1920s when the Ford Motor plant was built
in nearby Highland Park. Many of the new factory workers wanted to live in neighboring
communities such as Ferndale. With the influx of these workers and their families, new schools
were needed. Most of Ferndale’s schools were built between 1919 and 1928 – an era known as the
“boom years.” Lincoln High was built in 1921.
St. James Parochial School opened in 1923
with 350 students.
In 1930, 20,355 people lived in Ferndale. By
1940, the number grew to 22,500. Through the
early 1950s, there were trolley (inter-urban
railroad) lines running through the median strip
on Woodward Avenue, from Detroit all the way
north to Pontiac. The trolley helped northern
suburbs grow, as people traveled from new
bedroom communities, where they lived, to
Detroit, where they worked or shopped.
Trolley on Woodward Avenue in the 1940s
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Ferndale High School opened in
1958.
The new school was
developed in response to the
continuing influx of new residents.
The city’s population increased
from about 29,000 in 1950 to a
peak of 31,000 in 1960.

People shopping on Nine Mile Road in the 1950s

Nine Mile Road became the main
area for shopping in Ferndale. In
addition to the
Federal’s
Department Store, there was a
Kresge’s, F&M Drugstore, Sander’s
Candy Store, Winkelman’s
clothing, Hagelstein’s Bakery, Betty
Murray Hair Shop, and an A&P
Supermarket. Ferndale Lanes was
also available for those who liked
the game of bowling.

After we moved to Ferndale, each year or two we would have a new addition to the family. My
father was all in favor of birth control, but my mother was opposed due to the teaching of the
Catholic Church. So our family would grow from four children when we arrived in Ferndale to nine
children when my parents moved to Lake Orion in the 1970s.
We lived in a residential area one mile south of Nine Mile Road. Rows of small two and three
bedroom houses lined both sides of the streets. Our block on Gardendale was an exception. The
houses on our side of the street were facing a city park.
Taft Park had a playground, a baseball field, and a
small activities building that was open during the
summer months. The neighborhood kids all liked
Mr. Upworth, a park watchman who worked there
during the summer.
Since we were constantly darting back and forth to
and from the park, our parents repeatedly told us to
look both ways before crossing the street.
Only three of us kids were old enough to attend
school. Danny was enrolled in kindergarten at Taft
School across the street. Larry and I went to St.
James which was within walking distance of our
house.
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Coleman kids posing in Taft Park in 1956

I entered second grade at St. James school when we moved to
Ferndale. I liked our teacher, Sister Rose Agnes, so much that
I would do volunteer work for her on Saturdays along with
several of my classmates. In her spare time, Sister Rose Agnes
supported the work of missionary priests in India. They were so
impoverished that she would send them parcels filled with
school and office supplies. In order to avoid the supplies being
stolen by postal workers in India – something that apparently
had happened in the past – she “smuggled” the supplies by
hiding them inside of books. She would cut out the inside
pages of the books, except for about an inch around the edges,
and fill the empty space with supplies. When the books were
closed, they would look like ordinary books – something that
would-be thieves would not steal. I remember one time,
however, when she wanted to hide paperclips inside a book but
gave up in frustration. She could not find a way to muffle the
sound of them when the parcel was shaken. I can thank Sister
Second grade classroom
Rose Agnes for learning how to foil thievery.
The grounds of St. James Parish had a
church and a school, as well as a rectory for
the priests and a convent for the nuns. The
parish was part of the Archdiocese of
Detroit. The nuns were members of the
Order of the Sisters of St. Joseph.

Interior of Saint James Catholic Church in Ferndale

Almost all of the teachers at St. James were
nuns. The school included grades 1 - 12.
Our school day began with all of the
students attending Mass at 8:00 a.m. We
sat inside the church with each group of
students sitting together next to their
teacher. Stand, sit, kneel – that is what we
did over and over. This morning ritual
occurred each day before we started our
classes. The Mass was said in Latin.

Although I tried to be a model Catholic school student – attending Mass before school, paying
attention during class, doing homework in the evening, attending Mass on Saturday followed by
volunteer work for the nuns, and going to Mass on Sunday – it took a year for me to adjust
academically. In second grade I received mostly B’s, but by third grade I received A’s in all subjects
(religion, reading, spelling, arithmetic, English, and health) except for art in which I got a B. I
remained on the honor roll each year throughout my elementary and junior high years. I was mostly
an obedient boy – volunteering in the choir and as a altar server – who openly aspired to be a priest.
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American society in the 1950s is often remembered as “the good old days,” especially by older white
people who long for an era they recall as being peaceful and prosperous. Many Baby Boomers and
their parents, who lived in suburban areas at the time, think of the “Eisenhower years” – the eight
years from 1953 to 1961 when Dwight Eisenhower was President – as idyllic.
To some extent it was idyllic – for some people. The men who returned from the war at the end of
the 1940s married, started families, got jobs, and bought houses. The move from cities to the
suburbs gave them the feeling of a fresh start. Instead of having to go to movie houses for
entertainment, entertainment came to them as a growing number of households were able to purchase
a television set. During the 1950s, the automobile came to dominate American culture. The number
of cars in the United States doubled during that decade, from 39 million to 74 million. By 1960,
some 80 percent of the nation’s households had one car and 15 percent had two or more.
Fast food establishments sprung up all
over the place in the 1950s. In addition
to the first McDonalds in 1954, regional
drive-ups such as the Big Boy restaurants
became popular. Customers would drive
up to the establishment, place an order
over an intercom, and a waitress would
bring the food to the car where it would
be consumed by happy customers who
listened to music on their car radio.
Drive-in movie theaters also catered to
these car-loving consumers. There were
3,000 such businesses operating in the
United States by 1956.

Elias Brothers Big Boy drive-up restaurant
Adolescents began to think of themselves as a
distinct social group in the 1950s. The term
“teenager” was rarely used in prior decades. The
prosperity of the fifties allowed teens to stay in
school rather than getting jobs to help support their
families as many of their parents had done when they
were that age.

The teenagers of the 1950s had money to spend,
either from part-time jobs or from allowances they
got from their parents. A new class of consumers
was created – young people who purchased clothing
or records at new shopping malls, hamburgers at
drive-up restaurants, or milk shakes at a local soda Judy and Mickey having a milk shake
fountain at a five-and-dime. Merchants targeted
them with advertisements on popular television shows such as Dick Clark’s American Bandstand.
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But despite the growth of a prosperous middle class and a newly-identified subset of teenagers –
idealized in retrospect by many older adults – there was another side to life in America in the 1950s
that was anything but rosy. African Americans, then referred to as blacks or Negroes, were
struggling for equality. Racial discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodations
was a way of life for millions of people of color in Detroit, in Michigan, and in the United States.
Racial discrimination was not prohibited by Michigan law until 1963 when the people approved a
new state constitution. Article I, Section 2 set a tone of racial equality by prohibiting discrimination
against people in the exercise of their civil rights on account of race, color, or national origin.
Details of this new policy were left to the Legislature, which did not get around to enacting the
Elliott Larsen Civil Rights Act until 1976. Federal law was also silent on the issue of racial
discrimination until Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
When my family moved to Ferndale in 1955, housing segregation was the norm. Ferndale and Royal
Oak were white, Royal Oak Township was black, and Detroit was mixed and in the process of
transition from majority-white to majority-black. The segregation in housing resulted in the
segregation of public schools, since the boundaries of school districts were aligned with the
boundaries of cities. Few, if any, businesses in Ferndale had black employees. So in addition to
interactions with neighbors, socializing with friends, and attending school, shopping at stores was
also an all-white experience.
As kids in elementary school, we rarely if ever thought about the issue of race. Interacting with other
white people was the norm. We did not notice a lack of black people in our daily life. But people
did notice, and often commented, on the occasional black face in an otherwise all-white suburban
world.
I do not recall any teacher at school –
whether in social science, civics, or
government classes – or any adult family
members ever mentioning the
significance of the 1948 Supreme Court
case of Shelly v. Kramer. That landmark
decision prohibited courts from enforcing
restrictive covenants that prohibited racial
minorities from buying property in white
communities. The communities stayed
white because these contracts, forced on
everyone who would buy land, prohibited
them from ever selling to a member of the
Negro race.
These covenants had 1957 student harassed by whites opposing integration
contributed to cities in Oakland County,
such as Ferndale, staying all white.
Despite the Supreme Court’s edict, it took two decades or more for implied agreements among
neighbors to give way to nondiscrimination in housing transactions.
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I also do not recall any discussion at school, or at home, about the 1954 court decision in Brown v.
Board of Education – a ruling by the United States Supreme Court that prohibited racial segregation
in public schools and paved the way for integration. I was probably out playing in the park when the
nightly television news carried a story in 1957 about federal soldiers forcing a school in Arkansas
to admit black students. At the time, the issue of racial integration of the schools was not discussed
in our house – at least I don’t remember any such conversations by my parents.
The only place that my friends and I would
occasionally cross paths with black people was at the
Top Hat hamburger joint at the corner of Eight Mile
Road and Livernois which was about three blocks
from our house. Although it was in Ferndale, it was
at a main intersection south of which there was a
growing black population.

Top Hat hamburgers were popular

Since I was not into sports, I did not have any
interest to play basketball on the newly erected
“magic square” in Taft Park across the street from
our house. It was a multi-purpose concrete area that
was used for impromptu basketball games for young
men in the summer, ice skating for boys and girls
and adults in the winter, and square dancing for older
adults during evenings in warm weather months.

The hoops attracted young black men from across Eight Mile Road who lacked nice basketball courts
where they lived. So they crossed the “racial divide” and ventured into white territory to play a game
or two of basketball. I do recall hearing words of disdain from people in our neighborhood who
expressed their feelings that the young men should “stay on their own side.”
Although the problems of racial discrimination and anti-Semitism
existed back then, my grade school days were mostly focused on
learning in school, praying in church, chores, homework, playing with
friends, watching television, going to the movies, and listening to my
transistor radio.
Transistor radios first hit the market in 1954. Prior to their invention in
1947, radios were big and bulky because of the tubes and circuitry they
required. Condensing a radio to something that could be held in the
palm of one hand was amazing.
These compact gadgets became the most popular electronic device in
history, with billions manufactured in the 1960s and 1970s. I probably
got my first transistor radio around the age of 10 in 1958. A boy with
his own transistor radio was in audio heaven.
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1950s transistor radio

Special forms of entertainment, especially in the
summer, included trips to amusement parks in
places such as Boblo Island, Walled Lake, or
Edgewater. We would jump in the car and off
we would go to a land of roller coasters, tilt-awhirls, and picnic lunches.

Boblo boat on the Detroit River

A excursion to Boblo would take us out of our
comfort zone since the boat that took us from
the foot of Woodward Avenue to the dock at
Boblo Island would be filled with black and
white children and adults. Listening to music on
the way, we all did the Hokey Pokey together.
Racial segregation did not exist on a Boblo day.
It was all about fun and adventure.

After a special outing such as Boblo, I would return to the routine of daily life in Ferndale. Life was
good. My Dad worked hard to make a living and put food on the table, my mother was a typical
homemaker when she was not out selling Avon, and we kids had lots of freedom. The door to the
house was almost never locked. We went to school, did our homework afterwards, and went out to
play with our friends. We had so much fun playing that we grudgingly came home for dinner where
we sat together for a family dinner each night. We would watch a little bit of television and then it
was off to bed.
I excelled at all of my classes at school. I soaked up
religious indoctrination and accepted the dogma of
the Catholic Church without question. I sometimes
“played priest” with my friend John at his house. He
saved up money to buy priestly vestments, which we
both alternated wearing while we “said Mass.” I was
also enamored with the nuns. Without my parent’s
knowledge I would sometimes adorn a home-made
nun’s habit. John and I were so in awe of the clergy
that we imitated priests and nuns as a form of play.
My first communion followed my first confession,
both in 1956. At school we were taught that this is a
sin, that is a sin, and the other thing is a sin. Mortal Tom (right) and friend at first communion
sins sent you to hell when you died, where you would
be tormented by fire in excruciating pain for all eternity. Venial sins would only land you in
Purgatory for an indefinite period of time, to be released to heaven only when God thought you had
been purged of all sin. Eating meat on Friday was a mortal sin, as was murder, masturbation, and
homosexuality. The sexual sins would not pose a problem until after I reached puberty.
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My brothers Larry, Danny, and Gary, and
my sisters Maryann and Cathy attended
my birthday party in 1959, as did my
friends John McEachern, Ronald Schott,
and John Klinger.

Tom’s birthday party in 1959 with siblings and friends

Turning eleven meant that I had to wait
one more year before I would be eligible
to work as a paper boy. My brother Larry
earned money with a part-time job
delivering newspapers for the Detroit
Times. I wanted to do the same but I did
not want to wait. I had a reputation for
being impatient. Mom sometimes called
me “Speedy Gonzales.”

The Detroit Times published an evening newspaper in the city from 1900 to 1960. William
Randolph Hearst bought a controlling interest in the paper in 1921. It was 1958 when The Times
reached its highest circulation, with more than 430,000 papers sold each day. The Times competed
with the Detroit Free Press, a morning paper, and the Detroit News, another evening paper.
In addition to being sold on newsstands, all
three papers were delivered by boys between
the ages of 12 to 18 who picked up the papers
from a distribution station in their
neighborhood. They folded the papers in a
manner allowing them to be thrown to a
subscriber’s porch as they rode down the
sidewalk on their bicycles.
I often went to our paper station to pester the
manager for a paper route. I finally said that I
was 12, even though my actual birthday was
about five months away. I got the job.
I enjoyed hanging out with the other paper
boys at the paper station after school. I also
enjoyed the extra cash I earned from this parttime job. It enabled me to save money in the
bank, as well as to buy consumer goods that Cover of the Times announced the primary winner
caught my eye. Since we collected money
from our customers each week and turned in the proceeds to the manager on Saturday, the
transactions at the front door of customers afforded us an opportunity to get tips. Many customers
were especially generous at Christmas. The excitement of counting those tips left an impression.
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When the circulation of the Times slipped to 400,000 in 1960, Hearst decided to sell the paper to the
Detroit News. The sale caught everyone by surprise, including the adult employees and the
newspaper boys. When we showed up at the paper station one day, we found ourselves being
courted by employees for the Detroit News as well as the Detroit Free Press. Each paper was trying
to get us to deliver their papers to our Times customers. Some boys went with the Free Press. I
chose the News because I wanted to deliver papers in the afternoon, not the morning. From that day
forward I would be an employee of the Detroit News. Same paper station, same paper boys, mostly
the same customers, but a different newspaper.
Over the next few years I was part of the home delivery team for the Detroit News. I was one of
about 35 boys working out of a paper station located about a block from St. James. This was a
seven-day-a-week commitment. Rain or shine or snow, we were as dependable as the postal service.
Parents and teachers encouraged children to participate in extra-curricular activities – whether they
were religious, educational, sports, or civic pursuits. For several years I served the church as an altar
boy, providing assistance to priests as they celebrated Mass. I also sang in the boy’s choir. Although
I was not keen on group sports, my Dad forced me to play baseball. He rejected my preference for
softball, probably thinking that he would toughen me up with hardball. I grudgingly participated in
hard ball, but only because I had no choice.
It was in eighth grade when I had a big argument with my parents. Although the word homosexual
was never openly mentioned, it was likely lingering in their minds. I had been doing very well
academically during my first eight years in school. My two best friends – John and Ron – had
applied for and been accepted to enter ninth grade at the University of Detroit High School. My
placement exam put me in the top 30 percent of those who took the test.
The Jesuit-run school was reputedly academically superior to St. James. John and Ron said they
were definitely going. I distinctly recall a heated conversation with my parents as we stood on the
sidewalk in front of a neighbor’s house. They told me that I was going to stay at St. James for high
school. I could not understand how they would prevent me from attending a better school. I
suspected, but had no proof, that they wanted to separate me from my two friends and to keep me
in a mixed, rather than a single-sex, school.
They had no qualms about allowing me to be a
Cub Scout for several years, a single-sex civic
club for boys parallel to the Girl Scouts, a
single-sex club for girls. I guess the difference
was that now, on the verge of my becoming a
high school freshman, I was entering a new era
in which raging hormones would have a more
dominant influence in my life. Of course, my
parents won the argument since they had the
money and they had the power. So I remained at
St. James for the next four years.
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The issue of homosexuality was never openly discussed in my house, by my parents, or among my
friends and class mates during my elementary and junior high years. However, my mannerisms,
preferences, and aversions probably caused my parents to unconsciously suspect that I might be a
homosexual. Whether they ever openly discussed it between themselves or with others, I do not
know. But I believe that the possibility of my being a homosexual was something they feared.
I do recall that I was severely punished when I overtly displayed homosexual tendencies at the age
of five. My parents probably thought that a harsh punishment would imprint in me an indelible
belief that homosexuality was bad and that my memory of the punishment would cause me to
conform to the heterosexual norm in society. They were only partly correct.
The punishment did not alter my sexual orientation –
something that was probably fixed at birth. Making
someone pretend to be heterosexual is not the same as
them actually being heterosexual. I think the
punishment I experienced at that young age caused
me to learn how to be a pretender – how to suppress
a natural feeling and to produce an outward
appearance that those in power wanted to see. The
punishment I experienced was so successful that I
would not even privately think of myself as a
homosexual.
By the time I entered high school, I was dating lots of
girls and going through all of the motions of normal
boy-girl experiences – except that I was not sexually
attracted to girls. Whether they knew it or not, the
girls were “safe” with me. In baseball terminology,
I stayed on “first base” with my dates, only rarely
venturing to “second base.” Third base or a home run
were unthinkable to me.
In my senior year, everyone in the graduating class was given a nickname associated with a popular
movie. Mine was “The Great Imposter.” I never knew who specifically gave me that label or why
and no one volunteered the information. Looking back, now I understand.
1962 - 1966
High School Years
I remained a newspaper delivery boy during my high school years. Each paper station had a “station
captain” – an older boy, usually 17 or 18 years old, who supervised the delivery boys. Since gender
roles still permeated our society, door-to-door newspaper delivery was limited to boys. Apparently
someone had decided that such work was not appropriate for girls.
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After several years of service as a paper boy, I was eventually selected to be the station captain. I
was a senior at St. James high school when that happened. The new role had perks. I was given a
key to the door and had access to this private space when it was not being used for distribution of
papers. During my senior year, several boys from my class regularly had lunch with me at the paper
station. Every couple of weeks, we got hold of some beer and listened to music, drank beer, and
played cards at the station at night. Although I was not involved in sports, some of the “jocks”
joined our paper station lunchtime gatherings and periodic beer bust fraternity.
The 1960s ushered in an era of social, political,
and religious upheaval. Just as these changes
had a major impact on the larger society around
me, they also profoundly affected the way I
thought and felt about myself and others.
The Catholic Church was not immune from the
power of transformation. St. James, as part of
the universal catholic church, was drawn into
and swept along with spiritually inspired
doctrinal and organizational changes.
The 1960s saw protests and political movements

Pope Pius XII died in 1958. He was succeeded
by Pope John XXIII, perhaps the most
extraordinary pope in terms of Christian-Jewish relations. He was also exceptional as a religious
leader who was committed to more meaningful participation in church affairs and rituals by the laity.
The transition from Pope Pius XII to Pope John XXIII
fascinated me. I can remember listening intently to news
broadcasts on my transistor radio – as I lay in bed one night –
as the broadcaster explained that white smoke was seen
emanating from the Vatican’s chimney. It was then announced
that the cardinals had selected Angelo Roncalli to be the new
pope. Little did I know that the church’s new supreme leader,
soon to be named John XXIII, would stimulate radical changes
that would have ramifications for decades to come.
A meeting between Pope John and Jules Isaac in 1960 was a
precursor to the pope convening the Vatican Council II in
1962. Isaac was a Jewish political and religious leader who
had experienced and studied the Holocaust, including the
actions and inactions of the Catholic Church in the historic
persecution of Jews as a people. Pope John, who had
protected many Jews from persecution when he was known as
Cardinal Roncalli, was open to reviewing church doctrines that
were contributing to anti-Semitism.
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When he convened the second Vatican Council, Pope John included
a mandate for the participants to study the relationship between the
church and other faiths, including the Jewish faith. The Council was
a political process involving 2,200 clergy members, hundreds of
meetings, and political arguments between the liberal and conservative
elements of the church.
Pope John XXIII, who died in the spring of 1963, never lived to see
the results of this conclave. Pope Paul VI was his successor. Vatican
II continued and issued its results in December 1965.
One of those results was a document titled Nostra Aetate – Latin
words meaning “In Our Time.”In an article published in the April
Pope John XXIII
2001 edition of The Jewish Magazine, author Judith Rice explains that
Nostra Aetate was the Pope’s proclamation that the Jews were not
collectively responsible for killing Jesus. This changed hundreds of years of church doctrine to the
contrary, including teachings that we had received in religion classes at St. James.
The pronouncement about the Jews in Nostra Aetate was only one of many remarkable results of the
Vatican Council II. As young minds receiving religious indoctrination from the priests and nuns,
we had learned that the Catholic Church was the one and only true church and that baptism in Christ
was the only path to salvation. Another section of Nostra Aetate changed all that. It acknowledged
the faith of Hindus and Buddhists and that there were paths to God other than the Catholic Church.
“The Catholic Church rejects nothing that is true and holy in these religions,” the document said.
“The Church regards with esteem the Moslems,” it added. Talk about religious upheaval in the
1960s – Vatican II was the equivalent of a religious earthquake.
Vatican Council II created many significant changes in the
liturgy, one of which was saying the Mass, performing
sacraments, and saying prayers in the language of the people
instead of in Latin. Church architecture changed. The altar
was turned around, so priests would say Mass facing the people
instead of having their backs to those in the pews.
Another charismatic Catholic leader was John F. Kennedy. He
broke through a religious barrier to the presidency when he, as
a Catholic, was elected as president in 1960. Kennedy was
loved and respected by the American people. He appointed his
brother Bobby Kennedy to be Attorney General. Working
together, the brothers used the power of federal law to force
colleges in Mississippi and Alabama to enroll black students. President John F. Kennedy
Kennedy is widely remembered for his role in the Cuban Missile Crisis. The showdown with Nikita
Khrushchev and the Soviet Union is legendary. Kennedy’s assassination in 1963 was heartbreaking.
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President Kennedy was assassinated in Texas at 12:30 p.m. Central Time on Friday, November 22,
1963. It was 1:30 p.m. in Michigan. We were in school when an announcement was broadcast by
the principal to each classroom that the President had been killed. Classes were suspended and we
were advised to return home.
As I walked home, I recall stopping by the home of my friend Ron, just a few blocks from St. James.
His mother turned on the television set. I recall crying as I watched the news. People were in shock.
How could this happen? Why would anyone do such a thing? The nation mourned, a burial
occurred, and Lyndon Baines Johnson replaced Kennedy as President of the United States.
On a much lighter note, a new era in
musical entertainment emerged in the
1960s. Not only did new singers and
groups appear, but new genres of music
were created. Plus, the advent of color
television sets made variety shows even
more enjoyable for families who could
afford the new technology.
A new word was coined in the English
language in the mid-1960s. Beatlemania
was defined as “extreme enthusiasm for
the Beatles, as manifested in the frenzied behavior of their fans.” The musical world, and the lives
of teenagers, changed when the Beatles appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show on February 9, 1964.
That performance was one of the most highly watched single episodes in television history.
The musical breakthrough of the Beatles was so successful that Ed Sullivan booked other exciting
performers, such as The Rolling Stones, The Doors, Janis Joplin, Marvyn Gaye, and Bob Dylan.
As teenagers, we wanted to do much more than sit in the
house and watch television, no matter how inviting and
enjoyable the shows were. We wanted to get out of the house
so that we could mix and mingle with our friends – especially
if we could get away from the watchful eyes and ears of our
parents. As younger teens, we would walk to the houses of
our friends where we would listen to music and dance in the
basement. Sometimes we would tell our parents we were
going to the library to do research or study, while in reality we
were hanging out at the malt shop or some gathering spot that
had little or no adult supervision.
After we turned 16, and got access to a car, some of us would
“cruise Woodward” and turn up our car radios to attract the attention of other cruisers. On our way
to Big Boy’s for a snack, we might stop at Giant Gas Station to buy a gallon of gas for 25 cents.
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My neighborhood friend was
Eddie McQuade. He lived four
doors down from our house with
his parents and five siblings.
We and our siblings were often
at each other’s houses. We had
interchangeable families.

Tom and friend Ron in 1962

Ron and I were also very good
friends. He lived a few blocks
away with his mom and an older
brother. His oldest brother was
Tom and friend Eddie
in the seminary.

Also in my inner circle of close friends was John. He lived about a mile and a half away, in the
northern part of Ferndale. His family consisted of his parents and two older brothers. His house was
built two decades before mine or Eddie’s or Ron’s houses. It seemed odd to me to have heat coming
from steam-heated radiators. Most of us had newer homes with electric baseboard heating. But we
all had a milk chute near our side door, where the milkman made deliveries in the 1950s.
John and I loved to go to movie theaters together. The only problem was John’s parents who were
devoutly Catholic and very conservative. For more than three decades, from 1934 to the late 1960s,
the Catholic Church in America rated movies through its Legion of Decency. The church pressured
Hollywood to submit every film it produced to Legion reviews in New York. The rating system
ranged from an A (approved for all ages) to the dreaded C (condemned), with several variations in
between. Producers would negotiate with the Legion, receiving a better rating for a wider audience
if they edited out segments the Legion found objectionable.
John’s mother would check “the list” before we were
allowed to go to a movie. If a film was not on the list, we
could not see it. Often we would go to Radio City theater on
Woodward Avenue, just north of Nine Mile Road.
Sometimes we would catch a ride from a parent to a nearby
theater in Royal Oak. Other times we were adventurous and
would ride a bus down Woodward Avenue to downtown
Detroit to see a movie at the Fox Theater – an old and very
ornate edifice that showed some of the blockbuster movies
in the 1950s and 1960s. The sound in that theater was great.
John and I went to the Fox to see all time greats such as The
Sound of Music, West Side Story, Laurence of Arabia, and
Cleopatra. We loved the mysterious and exotic Dr. Zhivago.
Radio City theater was the venue where we saw movies such
as The Pink Panther and The Time Machine.
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My circle of friends expanded from a small network of boys during elementary and junior high
school, to boys and girls during my high school years. I started to date girls a lot during my freshman
and sophomore years at St. James. While a few of my classmates went steady with one member of
the opposite sex, I “played the field” and dated many different girls. Dances in the high school gym
were popular, although a little awkward getting started.
The social convention at the time
was that a boy would invite a girl
to a dance or on a date.
Periodically, but not too often, the
tables were turned when the
school sponsored a Sadie Hawkins
dance where a girl would invite a
boy. Either way, if a student did
not have a partner for the evening,
he or she could go to the dance as
a single and mix and mingle with
potential dance partners at the
event. Once in a while, I ventured
TV’s American Bandstand set the tone for school dances
into Detroit to attend a “sock hop”
at the University of Detroit High
School where my friends John and Ron attended school. They called it a “sock hop” because, in
order to preserve the floor of the gymnasium where the dance was held, students would remove their
shoes and dance in their socks.
Dancing at a sock hop was not as glamorous as dances were portrayed on American Bandstand on
television, but with the lights dimmed and everyone dressed up and strutting their stuff, an evening
of dancing was fun nonetheless. Of course, the girls had their hair ratted up to the hilt. The higher
and puffier the hair, the better.
Although I socialized a lot with
my three best friends in high
school, I periodically took girls
out on dates, and worked parttime as a paper boy and later as a
station captain with the Detroit
News. But most of my time was
spent in school attending classes
and doing homework. My love
United Nations Club members of learning and my academic National Honors Society
predisposition was reflected in
the grades on my report cards. I got nearly all A’s in my classes during my high school years. I
joined our school’s chapter of United Nation’s Club and was inducted into the National Honor
Society. I won second place in a debate competition sponsored by the regional Optimists Club.
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After two years of serial dating in high school, I asked my
classmate Fran Paul if she would like to go steady. She said
yes. Fran and I got along very well. I was not part of the “in
crowd” of male jocks and she was not part of any female
clique of friends. We were both mavericks focused primarily
on academics.
Fran lived in the neighboring community of Warren – a
working class suburb where the Chrysler plant was located.
Her parents spoke with a heavy Scottish accent which she
displayed remnants of in her speech. She started St. James in
ninth grade, so unlike me, she did not have a long history
with most of the other 101 students at our grade level.

Tom and Fran for the Senior Prom

Fran and I enjoyed each other’s company and went to dances,
school athletic competitions, movies, and other social events
together. We sometimes double dated with my friend Eddie
and his girlfriend Donna.

My first two years in high school were relatively smooth. The next two years, not so much. I started
to think more independently, questioning the dogma of the Catholic Church. I stopped singing in
the church choir and discontinued being an altar boy.
The principal of our high school, Mother Aurilla, was not pleased with the new trends in hairstyles
and clothing fashions adopted by modern teenagers, including high school students at St. James.
Girls started ratting their hair and wearing high and puffy hairstyles. Their dresses got shorter. Boys
were starting to wear tight pants, sometimes showing more in the front than the Sisters of St. Joseph
could bear to see. Blue jeans, manufactured by Levi Straus Company, soon became the craze. All
the boys bought a pair of Levi’s. I was especially proud of my pair of white Levi’s.
Mother Aurilla decided to crack down on the fashion
statements being made by the high school students over whom
she had control. It was in my 11th grade that she instituted a
new dress and fashion code for the school. Levi jeans were
prohibited – period. No more tight pants for boys. If the pants
showed any wrinkles behind the knees they were outlawed.
Boys had to wear a tie.
For the girls, there was no ratting of hair. Mother Aurilla
instituted a fingertip test. A teacher suspecting a girl of having
ratted hair would put her finger into the top of the hairdo. If
the hair was above the joint of the finger, the girl had to go to
the restroom to comb it out. Under Mother Aurilla’s watch,
this would be a no nonsense school.
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The era as depicted in Hairspray

By my senior year, I had developed a reputation for
challenging authority. It was hard for teachers to muzzle me,
since questioning assumptions and disputing unproven
claims was part of the scientific and academic process.
Nonetheless, Sister Alexander did not like me raising
difficult questions in her 12th grade religion class.

Tom’s senior class photo in 1966

In the spring of my last year in high school, the powers that
be decided to have a spiritual “retreat” for all of the students
at St. James High. But instead of going to some remote
countryside location, the retreat was held in the school
gymnasium. In addition to prayers and spiritual lectures, this
was advertised as a time when students could ask any
questions and make any comments they wanted to – without
any negative consequences. The process was supposed to be
open and fluid. Supposed to be.

As the religion teacher of the senior class, Sister Alexander played a major role in running the retreat.
She and the principal were concerned that none of the students would step forward to ask questions
or make comments when the process would be opened to student participation. So they asked the
president of the senior class to find a student who would break the ice when the time came. The
president, Dave Dell, asked me in advance if I would make remarks to get the ball rolling at the
designated time. I enthusiastically agreed. I definitely had something I wanted to get off my chest.
At a certain point in the morning session, with the gym filled to capacity with 400 students and a
dozen or more teachers, the priest who was leading the session asked: “Is there anyone who would
like to ask a question or make a comment?” I knew that was my cue to stand up and speak.
“There is something that has been bothering me for more than a year,” I belted out. I then explained
how the new dress code was unfairly harsh and unnecessary and how one aspect of Mother Aurilla’s
edicts was arbitrary and an abuse of power. Her ban on ratted hair for girls and Levi’s for boys had
been a novelty to the press when it was issued. She had been quoted in an Associated Press story
– carried by many newspapers from coast to coast at the time – as saying that she was not sure what
Levi’s looked like, but they would not be worn at her school. I explained that banning something
you have never seen was a perfect example of the abuse of power and the arbitrary assertion of
authority.
When the students started hooting and cheering and stomping their feet, and even though I was not
finished with my remarks, Sister Alexander stood up, turned to me, and ordered me to “shut up and
sit down.” When I reminded everyone that there were not supposed to be any negative consequences
for speaking out at the retreat, Sister Alexander ignored my remarks and repeated her command for
me to stop. I obeyed. The next day, the current principal, Mother Nathaniel who had replaced
Mother Aurilla that year, called me into her office and told me that my actions would have negative
consequences not only for me but for my younger brothers and sisters who attended St. James.
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A story about growing up in Ferndale would be incomplete without mentioning the role of tobacco
and alcohol. My Dad was a heavy smoker and a heavy drinker. In fact, he suffered from the disease
of alcoholism. Addiction to alcohol was not viewed as a disease at the time.
In contrast to the excessive
use of alcohol which was
considered a moral failure,
people who smoked –
regardless of frequency –
were glamorized by our
culture. Advertisements
for cigarettes appeared on
billboards and were seen
on television. Many tv
shows had characters who
smoked.

Ladies who smoked were elegant

Although my mother did
not smoke, my Dad did.
He smoked at least a pack
of cigarettes per day, if not It was macho for men to smoke
more – at work and home.

My siblings and I hated going with him in the car, especially on long drives, during bad weather
when we could not roll down the windows. When we were confined in a closed vehicle with him
driving, he would open the little air vent window at the left of the steering wheel and attempt to blow
the smoke out that window. Of course, that did not eliminate the smell or the ill effects of secondhand smoke. The smoke had to travel from his mouth to that window and in the process it circulated
throughout the car and made us feel sick. Despite our protests, he was so addicted to tobacco that
he could not help himself. He was the Dad, he was the driver, and he would smoke.
By the time I was 15, I had succumbed to the influence of the advertisements and to peer pressure.
I started to smoke with some of my friends. Purchasing a pack of cigarettes was easy. They were
sold in vending machines everywhere. We would sneak off somewhere – out of the range of parental
view and smell – and take a puff or two. Occasional smoking to look “cool” with my friends turned
into my own addiction by the time I was 18. During my senior year in high school, I was sometimes
smoking as much as a pack a day.
I was miraculously able to kick the habit one day when my older brother’s father-in-law visited my
parent’s house one day. Although I had moved away from home by then – I was 19 at the time – I
happened to be there visiting. He asked if I was still smoking. When I replied that I was, he
patiently explained the ill effects of smoking and implored me to stop – before it was too late.
Although I had received lectures from time to time by others about smoking, this time the warning
really sank in. I walked to the kitchen and threw away the half pack of Marlboros I had left.
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Drinking was another matter. My friend Eddie and I
started to drink alcohol by the time we were freshman
in high school. His father always kept a few cases of
beer at their house.
Eddie’s father drank heavily after a hard day of work on
a construction site as an electrician. He would always
have cases of Pabst Blue Ribbon or Stroh’s beer stored
in the basement. After a few beers, he would not recall
how many bottles he had opened, so when he was not
around we would pop open a bottle or two and chug
them down. The empties would be placed back in the
case along with the ones he had consumed. No one
would know the difference.
Drinking with other boys from school was something
that happened once every week or two in the second
half of our senior year at St. James. A couple of us had created fake identification. It was easy to
produce a counterfeit driver’s license in those days. The official license was produced on paper
which was not laminated. So we would alter the birth date, and instantly we were 21 instead of 18.
We would purchase a case of beer and, since I had a key to the paper station, a few of us would go
there on a Saturday night to drink. Having such a place to hang out was very convenient.
Stroh’s Brewery was located in Detroit

My father’s overuse of alcohol, and my tendency to challenge authority, contributed to any number
of debates – indeed heated arguments – between us during my later years in high school. I was an
idealistic young man who would not be silenced by brute force or corrupted by money. When I once
told him that money was not important to me, he verbally lashed out and called me a “damned
communist.” I did not know how to respond at the time because, quite frankly, I did not yet fully
understand what a communist was.
I recall hearing the word “communist” used in a political context – especially during the “McCarthy”
era in the 1950s when Senator Joe McCarthy tried to ruin the careers of people in the entertainment
industry whom he branded as such. But I had never paid much attention to the term since I had not
yet become involved in politics, beyond running for a position as an officer of our school class. So
like it or not, I was now a communist – at least in the eyes of my father during a heated argument.
Despite what I had said to my father about not caring about money, I soon discovered that I did care
about money very much, just not in terms of my personal accumulation of it. Rather, I got very upset
when I saw one person cheating another, or when I felt that an employer was taking unfair advantage
of low-paid and financially naive employees. That awareness emerged in 1966 when I decided that
the Detroit News was financially mistreating the newspaper delivery boys.
As a station captain supervising 35 teenage delivery boys each day, I felt a sense of paternalistic
protectiveness of the boys, even though I was only 18 years old at the time. Each year I saw, and
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experienced, the working conditions getting worse.
Papers were often delivered late to the paper station, sometimes making the boys wait there two or
more hours before the scheduled pick up time of 3:00 p.m. This caused them to be late for dinner
and it cut into their time to do homework. They did not receive any extra compensation for the time
they spent waiting for the newspapers to arrive.
The paper started to be delivered to the station – especially on Wednesdays – in two sections. They
had to put those sections together before they folded each paper to make it easy to toss from their
bicycle to a front porch without falling apart. Sometimes there would be advertising supplements
they had to insert into the papers before folding them. Assembling sections together or inserting
advertisement supplements took extra time. They did not get paid extra money for this work.
The boys had to collect money from their customers once a week for the newspaper delivery as well
as for accident insurance policies that some customers purchased. The cost of the insurance was 10
cents per week. Despite it taking extra time and requiring extra responsibility for the boys to handle
and process this money, they did not get extra money for performing this service.
My frustration with these working conditions eventually turned
to anger at the abuse of power by the Detroit News and the
financial mistreatment of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
delivery boys throughout the city.
By the spring of 1966, I was totally fed up. I decided to
organize a protest against the Detroit News. The prior year I
had met a representative of the local Teamster’s Union. I don’t
recall the setting or the reason for the meeting, but he gave me
his name and phone number and told me to call him if anything
bad ever happened to me with the Detroit News. I put his
business card in a safe place for future reference.
With that offer of help in the back of my mind, I invited the
newspaper boys at my station in Ferndale to participate in a
picket line at the headquarters of the Detroit News in downtown Detroit. About two dozen of them
accepted my invitation. None of us told our parents or anyone else in a position of authority. This
bunch of teenage boys were about to go rogue.
I wanted to get the biggest bang for the buck, so I contacted the news desks of the major television
stations in Detroit to alert them to this novel news story – paper boys picket the Detroit News. We
did fear retaliation, so we decided to disguise ourselves by rubbing charcoal on our faces to
camouflage our identities. To be doubly sure of anonymity, I wore a motorcycle helmet and
sunglasses.
We stood at the bus stop a hundred yards from the paper station, holding our picket signs at our
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sides, and waited for the next bus. Startled at what he was seeing, the bus driver chuckled as we got
on the bus. He took us to our destination a few miles away, we exited the bus, and started our picket
line in front of the main doors to the Detroit News headquarters.
To my delight, the television cameras
were rolling. We chanted some
slogans and walked back and forth
several times. A few of us were
interviewed by reporters. About a
half hour later, we boarded a bus and
went back to the bus stop by the paper
station. We were there in time for the
arrival of the delivery truck. There
was a television set in the paper
station. As the boys folded the papers
we watched the 5:00 p.m. news.
There we were – on all three stations
– picketing the Detroit News. The
boys felt successful as they delivered Two dozen paper boys walked a picket line here in 1966
the papers to their customers that day.
For me, the feeling of success was short lived. The next Sunday morning I had arranged for one of
the older paper boys to stand in for me as an unofficial station captain as I drove a mile away to meet
up with another station captain to discuss expanding the protest and enlisting other participants.
Eventually when my identity as the protest organizer was discovered, I was summoned to the Detroit
News headquarters for a meeting with newspaper officials. They tried to strong arm me into backing
down from our demands that compensation be given to the boys for wait time when the delivery to
the paper station was more than 30 minutes late, for assembling sections of the paper together, for
inserting advertising fliers, and for collecting insurance premiums. They told me that meeting these
demands would cost the paper more than $1 million annually and that, rather than doing so, the paper
would fire all paper boys and use adults to deliver the paper like was being done in California. To
their surprise, I refused to back down.
The next step was the newspaper sending two officials – wearing black suits and looking a lot like
the Blues Brothers – to my home to meet with me and my parents. Part way into the conversation,
when they realized they were not making progress, one of the men turned my Dad’s attention to the
labor unrest of the 1930s. He reminded my father how a lot of people got hurt back then. My Dad
bristled at what he was hearing, and understanding the implied threat that was lurking there, he stood
up and told the men to get out of the house. “I will not be threatened in my own house,” he said with
a loud voice. As soon as they left, my Dad walked back into the living room, grabbed my arm, and
said: “Look what the hell you have done.” I think he half admired my courage, but he was not happy
that the entire family was being dragged into this mess.
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Once newspaper officials realized that I was not backing
down, and that their strong-arm tactics would not work, they
decided to fire me. They had discovered my half-hour absence
from my post the day that I went to visit the other station.
That was cited as the grounds for my termination.
I then found the business card of the Teamster’s representative
and hoped it might serve as my “get out of jail free” card. I
called him and explained what had occurred. He escorted me
to the offices of the National Labor Relations Board where I
filed a complaint for wrongful termination. I argued that I was
fired in retaliation for organizing the newspaper delivery boys
and for representing them in an attempt at collective
bargaining. A representative of the NLRB interviewed me as
I had the Teamster’s representative at my side. The complaint was investigated and a few weeks
later the Detroit News was ordered to reinstate me with back pay. I returned to the paper station,
accepted the congratulations of the paper boys, picked up my check, and resigned. It was time to
move on.
That summer, while I was waiting for the decision of the NLRB, I worked part time in Ferndale at
Carl’s Fruit Market as a stock boy, and part-time in Royal Oak at the Detroit Zoo where I alternated
as a helper in the cashier’s office and as an usher in the Chimp Show. They were not glamorous
jobs, but I was able to generate spending money and to save money so I could eventually buy a car.
My attention was focused on attending Wayne
State University in the fall. A few of my
classmates from St. James would also be
attending Wayne State and we planned to car
pool together. I was fortunate to have received
a General Motors Scholarship which would pay
for my college tuition and fees for the next four
years. If I moved into an apartment, my housing
costs would be paid for too.
I graduated from St. James High along with 101
other students in the Class of 1966. This was a
big step for most of us, moving out into the
“real world” and beyond the protective bubble
of Ferndale and the parochial confines of St.
James.

High School Graduates Tom and Ed

Although I had been accepted at the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor, I decided to attend a
commuter school instead. I would be enrolling
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in Monteith College at Wayne State University. My new school was located in the heart of Detroit.
I would be sitting next to, and exchanging ideas with, total strangers – men and women from all
races and religions, many of whom would be from other states and even other nations. I would be
embarking on a fascinating and slightly intimidating new phase of my life.
I had received an acceptance letter from Monteith College in April 1966. The following month I
went to the Wayne State campus to take a placement exam which would assess my level of
proficiency in various academic subjects. I took the bus to the campus from Ferndale, but on the way
back I decided to save some money by hitch hiking back home. I did not know it at the time, but that
decision would have a profound impact on my life.
I walked about a mile up Woodward Avenue when my first attempts to hitch a ride failed. Then I
decided to give it another try. Within a minute or so, a car from the far lane quickly moved over
three lanes and stopped where I was standing. When I got into the car, I noticed the driver was a
handsome man, somewhat older than me, who had a very welcoming smile. He asked where I was
headed and I told him he could drop me off at Woodward and Eight Mile Road. He would have
none of that. He insisted on driving me to my house even though it was a mile out of his way. He
was headed to a lighting fixture store on Woodward, a few blocks north of Nine Mile Road. He was
the manager of the store.
When he dropped me off at my house, he paused a moment, and then asked if he could have my
phone number. He said that he would like to take me to dinner some day. I obliged, got out of the
car, and said goodby. A little later, when my Mom got home, she asked how my day went. I told
her about the placement test and my luck in getting a ride home. It was at that point that I started to
feel nervous. I knew what I was feeling, but there was no way I could be honest with my mother.
So I distorted things to increase the chance of getting the answer that I wanted.
I knew that I was sexually attracted to David. I knew he was 10 years older. I knew I would be
condemned if I disclosed my true sexual orientation – something that I had been hiding, even to
myself, for my whole life. So I told her that the young man, perhaps three years older than me, had
asked if I would like to go bowling sometime. I asked her what she thought I should do. Maybe he
is new to town, she said. “Go bowling with him,” she added. “You’ll probably have fun.”
Little did she know that she was giving her blessing to her 18 year old son going on a date with a
man – a homosexual – 10 years older than me. I distorted the facts and fed her the information that
I thought would result in the answer I wanted. My “white lie” resulted in a parental blessing to do
something that both attracted and scared me. So I called David and scheduled a “bowling” date.
1966 - 1967
College Freshman
Over the next year, even though I continued to live with my parents and siblings at home in Ferndale,
I went on numerous dates with David. The conscious decision to explore my sexuality and begin to
acknowledge my true sexual orientation – at least to myself and my sexual partner – had
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ramifications on my religious beliefs and practices. I stopped going to confession. I began exploring
other religious options and went on new spiritual adventures.
My days at Wayne State University as a
freshman were spent part time in
classes within Monteith College and
part time taking general Liberal Arts
classes. Monteith College was a small
innovative general education college.
The offices of the administration and
faculty were located in three old
Edwardian houses and an apartment
building near the Library Mall.
Students in Monteith were taught in
small discussion groups, with an
emphasis on gaining the art of dialogue
Monteith Student Center in 1967
– expression of ideas orally and in
writing – with peers and professors.
Emphasis was placed on helping students develop the capacity for independent work and
communications. As a student in this experimental college, I took three sequences of classes – in
social science, natural science, and humanities – as well as a required senior essay and senior
colloquia. In addition to the small discussion groups, there were larger lectures by teams of
professors working closely together. The multi-disciplined collaboration was very enriching.
For me, an education at Monteith was a
dream come true. I received very personal
attention in many of the classes, since the
discussion groups often involved a fullblown professor teaching anywhere between
two and 10 students. There was no faking it
when it came to class participation. It was
impossible to hide and hope not to be called
upon – as many students did in Liberal Arts
classes that had 200 students in an
auditorium – because in Monteith the entire
class could sit around a kitchen-sized table.
I loved that we were encouraged to be
independent thinkers and that emphasis was
placed on writing. Most tests were essay A Monteith classroom in 1961 – pre “Hippie” era
style rather than questions with multiple
choice answers.
It was during my first year in college that I received a phone call from the circulation manager of the
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Observer Newspapers which served suburban communities west of Detroit. He had been given my
phone number from the area manager who had supervised me when I was a station captain with the
Detroit News. I was surprised to learn that my manager at the time was not offended by what I did
in trying to bargain for better working conditions for the newspaper delivery boys, but instead was
impressed with my creativity and determination. There was a manager opening in the circulation
department at the Observer and my Detroit News supervisor had recommended me for the job.
I was hired and soon found myself working part-time with a suburban paper. I was supervising 10
adults who were at least twice my age – then 19 – and about 200 delivery boys in three cities:
Farmington, Plymouth, and Livonia. This was a huge responsibility for such a young man, but I was
determined to do a good job. During the second half of my freshman year, I would drive from
Ferndale to Monteith College in Detroit on some weekdays, while three days a week, I would drive
from Ferndale to Plymouth where the circulation department was headquartered.

Police response to 12th Street riot in Detroit on July 23, 1967

I recall working at the office in
Plymouth on Sunday, July 23,
1967. The paper received a phone
call that a riot had erupted on 12th
Street in Detroit. The editor of the
twice-a-week paper wanted to run
a story about the riot in the next
issue, with photos, but the
photographer refused to go to the
scene of the riot. He felt it was too
dangerous. So the circulation
manager offered to go. He asked if
I would join him. I foolishly
agreed and off we drove to Detroit.

When we reached the designated
area in Detroit where the action was occurring, he drove the car down 12th Street as I sat in the
passenger seat, dumbfounded by what I was seeing and hearing. He told me to keep down so that
I would not get hit by a stray bullet. We saw buildings burning and heard gunshots firing. He took
plenty of good photos, but it was probably the most foolish thing I had ever done. My life in
Ferndale, with all of the safety and homogeneity of white suburbia, had not prepared me for an
experience like this.

~ ~ ~
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Life in Detroit
1967 - 1970
A Search for Freedom
The riots of 1967 were a major turning point for Detroit. They were a catalyst that accelerated
“white flight” to the suburbs. The slow but steady flow of white residents from Detroit to places like
Ferndale, Royal Oak, Oak Park, Southfield, Livonia, Farmington, Plymouth, Westland and places
even further north and west increased considerably.
While many whites felt anxiety and fear about living in Detroit, for me the feeling was quite
different. I felt that I would find more freedom as a young man with a homosexual identity south
of the Eight Mile Road divide. I was drawn toward Detroit, not repelled by it. There was nothing
for a young gay man in Ferndale or the adjacent suburbs. Although
I say “gay” now, that term was not in popular use back then, even
among men and women with a homosexual orientation. Those with
such an orientation, and those who were supportive, used the term
“homosexual.” Those who were opposed or antagonistic – which
was the overwhelming majority of the population – referred to us
as “queers” or worse yet as “faggots.”
By the end of my freshman year, I was also ready to move from the
home of my family in Ferndale and to start a new life with David in
Detroit. He and I rented the upper portion of a small bungalow
house on Monte Vista Street, near Fenkell Avenue and Myers Street
We lived in the upper unit
in Northwest Detroit. We lived in a little one-bedroom space,
converted into an apartment, and
paid $80 per month, including utilities. To avoid discrimination,
when we applied for the unit we told Mrs. and Mrs. Schultz – an
elderly couple who owned and lived on the main floor of the house
– that we were uncle and nephew. I did not like engaging in
deception, but David said that if we were honest about our
relationship, we would not find housing anywhere in Detroit. At the
time, there was no legal protection against sexual orientation
discrimination in Michigan. To this day, Michigan state law does
not protect members of the LBGT community from discrimination
in employment, housing, or public accommodations.
It was the fall of 1967 and I was entering my sophomore year at
Monteith College. By then I had a car and the commute from our
apartment to the Wayne State campus was short. Now living outside
of Ferndale and away from my parents, and with the new found
freedom of a college campus, I decided to bleach my hair blond.
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19 year-old Tom in 1967

This surprised my parents when I visited them, as well as the middle-aged adults whom I supervised
at the Observer Newspapers. But it was my choice as an adult and I felt that people around me
would just have to get used to it. By today’s standards, bleached blond hair with dark roots showing
would be nothing, but at that time it was an extremely bold move.
I made a bold academic move that year as well. One of my social science teachers announced that
we would have to do a research project and write a paper that semester. We could select our own
topic. I decided to research and write on the topic of “Homosexuality and Creativity.” My focus was
to explore whether homosexuals were drawn to occupations that could be considered creative.
Since I had started to go to gay bars in Detroit, I decided to interview men at the bars and to have
them disclose to me, anonymously, information about themselves, their backgrounds, and their
occupations. As I was chatting with a guy in the bar, I was mentally recording the information I was
obtaining from him. I would “interview” three or four men per night and, when I got home at
midnight or later, I would write down what I could recall from each interview.
The bars at the time were the Twilight Zone and Silver Star in Northwest Detroit where mostly white
middle class guys mingled, some seedy places in Downtown Detroit where there were more people
of color and where drag shows were performed, and the Escape Lounge on the westside which was
one of the few places that had dancing.
After about two dozen interviews conducted at these gay watering holes, I wrote a paper on the
subject. It was not scientifically based, but a collection of anecdotal disclosures impressed my
professor. I’m sure he had never received a research paper on such an intriguing topic in his teaching
career. My grade was likely based more on ingenuity and effort than pure academic standards.
After living in the little upstairs rental unit
for a year, I thought it was time for David
and I to buy a rental income property so we
could collect rent rather than pay it. I got a
small student loan and he got a personal loan
and combined we had about $3,000 which
was enough money for a down payment.

We bought a triplex and became landlords in 1968

We bought a three unit building at 11305
Ward Avenue in Northwest Detroit. Since it
had a full basement, we rented the three units
and made basic living quarters for ourselves
in the basement. We were now landlords.

During the next year, we repeated the same process and bought two more properties. One was a
wooden duplex with a little wood house in the rear. The other was a four-unit brick building with
a two-bedroom wood house in the rear. All of the places needed constant repairs so, in addition to
my part-time job and school, I was spending time helping David clean and paint and screen renters.
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All the time that I lived in Detroit and attended Wayne State University, the Vietnam War was
raging. Some of my high school classmates had enlisted while others had been drafted into military
service. I had avoided conscription because I, and millions of other men who were college students,
received school deferments. We were exempt from the draft as long as we were enrolled in college.
But college deferments ended on December 1,
1969. That was the date when a national lottery
was held. The drawing determined the order of
induction for men born between 1944 and 1950.
A large glass container held 366 blue plastic balls
containing every possible birth date of men
between the ages of 18 and 26. I was one of the
850,000 young men affected by that lottery.
Those whose birth dates were drawn first knew
they would be drafted within a year unless they
A draft lottery was held on December 1, 1969 enlisted first. Those who were drawn last knew
they would not be drafted and therefore could
plan their lives without the military in the equation. I was not lucky. I knew that, barring unforseen
circumstances, I would soon be wearing a military uniform.
Unforseen circumstances amazingly did occur when I showed up for my physical exam at the
recruitment headquarters along with hundreds of other unlucky young men. We all had to strip down
to our underwear and be examined by medical personnel. We also had to fill out a questionnaire.
One of the questions asked whether the draftee
had homosexual tendencies. Although it was a
simple yes or no answer, responding to the
question was not so simple. Because of ridicule
and discrimination, scores of men who were
faced with that inquiry during World War II and
afterwards had answered “no” even though the
truthful answer would have been “yes.”
Even though homosexuality still carried a huge
stigma in the 1960s, many men who wanted to
avoid Vietnam, including heterosexuals, started
to answer “yes.” To minimize the chance of false
answers from straight inductees, the medical
personnel screening them would openly ridicule Half-naked draftees were intimidated in groups
a “yes” responder in front of a room full of
others. The group intimidation tactic seemed to have worked, as very few men were willing to
trigger such verbal attacks and emotional abuse by answering “yes” whether it was true or not.
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I, however, did answer “yes” even though I knew that anyone who dared to give that answer would
be stripped naked and paraded in front of a few dozen men while being taken to another area for a
“secondary inspection” where they were verbally assaulted and questioned further. That is what
happened to me. The audience of other draftees laughed as I refused to change my answer. The dark
roots that were showing under my bleached blond hair was the thing that clinched my medical
deferment for what the government considered a psychological deficiency. At the time, I considered
this medical deferment to be the only benefit the government ever conferred on homosexuals.
Mass protests against the war occurred in
cities throughout the nation, including Detroit.
A growing number of people felt the war was
unjust and unwarranted.
By the end of 1967, more than 10,000
Americans had been killed in the Vietnam
War. The deadliest week of the war occurred
in February 1968 when 543 young men were
killed and another 2,547 were wounded. By
1969, there were more than 549,000 American
troops in Viet Nam. As the war escalated, so
did the protests.

Marchers protest against the Viet Nam War

The week of August 23, 1968 saw protests and violence
erupt outside of the hall where the Democratic National
Convention was held in Chicago. Millions of Americans,
myself included, watched the disruptions occurring as they
were broadcast by television networks. Viewers were both
fascinated and appalled.
So-called “Yippies” started the protests as they nominated
a pig, Pegasus, for president. The next day a mass
demonstration began. It’s focus mostly targeted the war.
Throughout the process, thousands of protesters chanted:
“The whole world is watching.”
The next evening, convention delegates nominated Hubert
Humphrey for president and Edmund Muskie for vicepresident. By the time the convention had ended, police
reported that 589 arrests had been made, with 119 police
Injured journalist interviews activist
and 100 protesters injured.
Americans experienced a tumultuous year in 1968. Civil rights leader Martin Luther King was
assassinated that year. King’s death was followed by riots in several large cities, including Detroit.
The deaths of 46 people were attributed to the riots.
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Presidential candidate Robert Kennedy was shot and killed by Sirhan Sirhan, a 24-year old Jordanian
living in Los Angeles. The motivation for the shooting was apparently Sirhan’s anger at several proIsraeli speeches Kennedy made during the campaign.
George Wallace ran a campaign for president, spewing bigoted remarks from coast to coast designed
to stir up racial tension and attract conservative white voters to support him. Richard Nixon won
the election.
On a lighter note, 1968 was a good year for movies. Hollywood
released many popular films that year, including 2001: A Space
Odyssey, Planet of the Apes, Rosemary’s Baby, Funny Girl, The
Lion in Winter, The Producers, and The Odd Couple. Space
Odyssey grossed $56 million, with Funny Girl coming in a close
second with $52 million in gross revenue.
I loved the nostalgia of Funny Girl and the futuristic imagery of
Space Odyssey.
I entered my junior year in college in September 1968. I continued
to work at the Observer Newspapers part time in addition to taking
a full load of classes at Wayne State. With the repairs and
management demands of the rental units, I had very little spare
time, but I was able to take in a movie or go to a gay bar once or
twice a month.
During my first two years of college, I could not decide on a career to pursue. The anxiety of not
knowing what business or profession I would choose was killing me. Then finally, at the beginning
of 1969, it finally dawned on me that my mother was right. She had advised me years before to enter
the field of law. She knew that I was a natural born advocate and that I loved to argue. My going
into the legal profession made sense to her. I dug deep into my heart and soul and felt that being a
lawyer was right to me. It was a natural fit. I knew that being a lawyer was not about the money I
would make. It was a way to develop the tools and the skills to advocate for the underdog, to fight
discrimination, and to advocate for justice.
That “Aha Moment” stirred up the impatient impulses that I had always struggled with. I wanted
to go to law school but I did not want to do another year in undergraduate school. If my
undergraduate process played out to its logical conclusion, I would not graduate from Monteith
College until June 1970. Law school would have to wait until September 1970.
Thinking about such a delay was difficult for me. I wanted law school and I wanted it right away.
Fortunately, the independent thinking that Monteith College instilled in me activated an exploration
of ideas on how to avoid having to finish my senior year in undergraduate school and instead go
directly to law school.
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Would the dean at Monteith consider such a thing? Was there a law school who would admit
someone who had only completed three years of undergraduate school? My head was spinning with
ideas. To my amazement, Dean Woody Ross agreed that my first year in law school could count as
my fourth year in undergraduate school, as long as I could find a law school that would accept this
“dual credit” program. I checked around and discovered that Detroit College of Law would
cooperate with such a plan. It was a miracle! I could skip a year, go directly to law school, and still
graduate from Wayne State University with a Bachelor of Arts degree. So that is what I did.
Detroit College of Law was the first law school to
operate in Detroit. The college opened in 1892 with 69
students. Among the first students was a woman and
an African American – highly unusual for that era.
In 1997, the school relocated to the campus of
Michigan State University in East Lansing. It was later
renamed Michigan State University College of Law.
The transition for me from undergraduate school to law
school was as hard, if not harder, than my initial
transition from St. James to Wayne State. Law school
seemed exponentially more difficult and the professors
of law were extremely demanding. Some were outright
brutal in their interactions with students, especially if
the student seemed unprepared.
Artist’s sketch of Detroit College of Law
Preparation for classes was very time consuming. But
I was determined to succeed, so I developed better study habits and quit my job at the Observer
Newspapers. During my first year in law school, all I did was
study. My diligence paid off. The result of my academic
efforts, and my love of the law, revealed itself in a variety of
ways. At the end of my first year, I was ranked first in my class.
In addition, the Bancroft-Whitney Publishing Company gave
me an award for excellence in the study of contracts. My
contracts professor went even further. He offered two free
tickets to an Off Broadway production of a risque revue called
“Oh Calcutta” for the student who wrote the best mid-term
exam in the contracts class. It was one of the first theatrical
performances that included full frontal nudity. That was not my
motivation, but I was pleasantly surprised – and was the envy
of my fellow students – when he announced the winner of the
competition was none other than Tom Coleman Not to
disappoint anyone, I flew to New York and attended the
performance. It was an exciting adventure, one to remember.
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During my third year at Monteith College – after I knew that I wanted
to bypass my senior year and go straight to law school – I discovered
that I first had a requirement to fulfill. At Monteith, students had to
participate in a senior colloquia as a condition of receiving a degree.
So even though I was essentially going to be allowed to skip my
senior year, I still had to fulfill this requirement. However, I was
being permitted to do the colloquia in my junior year instead.
In the 1968-1969 academic year, the dean of the college was leading
a senior colloquia titled “Mysticism and the Arts.” A dozen students
would participate. We would be focusing on spiritually inspired
writings, drawings, music, and paintings created by Eastern and
Western mystics. The class had a profound effect on my life, causing
me to experience a spiritual transformation. I released any
attachment or resistance to religious dogma and instead allowed
myself to experience direct spiritual influences and experiences.
Then, in the summer of 1969 – when I had just started law school – I embarked on another spiritual
adventure. One day when I was visiting my family at their home in Ferndale, my mother invited me
to go with her to St. James parish where she was meeting with Shirley Beaupre who was trying to
recruit religious instructors. Shirley had been hired to direct the religious education program for high
school students who attended public schools. These students attended public schools for regular
academic classes but went to St. James once a week, usually because
their parents made them do it, to receive religious instruction. These
had traditionally been called “catechism classes.” The catechism was
a book explaining the do’s and the don’ts – mostly don’ts – of
Catholic Church dogma. I went to the meeting to please my mother,
but I had no intention of volunteering for the catechism program.
I sat there for a half hour or so, listening to Shirley make a pitch to my
mother and a few other parents who were thinking about volunteering
as catechism teachers. Shirley, who was then about 40 years old, had
been a lay missionary in Africa for several years. She had just
returned to the United States and was hired by St. James parish to
rejuvenate its catechism program. After she successfully recruited all
of the parents who were at the meeting, her eyes turned to me. “What
about you?” she asked. “Would you be willing to participate?”
Shirley Beaupre in her 80s
Having recently experienced a spiritual transformation, initiated in
large measure by the senior colloquia on Mysticism and the Arts, I decided to tell her exactly how
I felt. After she heard what I had to say, I knew she would reject me as an instructor. I explained
that I would not push Catholicism and would not even promote Christianity. Rather, I would expose
students to a variety of religions and would use innovative techniques to help them to explore
spirituality. To my amazement, she said that was exactly what she wanted. The following month
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I became a volunteer instructor for religious education for 10th grade students in the catechism
program at St. James. My sister Maryann and about two dozen other students attended my classes
once week.
I decided to use music as a teaching
tool. We would listen to a song
and discuss the moral lessons
imparted by the lyrics and the
spiritual effects of the musical
experience. Songs by folk singers
such as Joan Baez and Phil Ochs
were played. Peace, love, and
equality, as well as economic and
social justice were recurring themes
during these classroom interactions.
On several occasions, I took the students on a field trip. One outing was to a Hare Krishna temple
in Detroit where we chanted, danced, and ate Indian food with our fingers. Another time we went
to a Quaker meeting. The week following a field trip, we would have a classroom discussion about
the prior week’s experience. These outings opened the minds and the hearts of the students to
spirituality in a totally different way than they had ever known.
The music of Peter, Paul, and Mary was the basis for some of our weekly sessions. Blowing in the
Wind. Puff, the Magic Dragon. Where Have all the Flowers Gone. The Great Manadalla. The
music was compelling and the lyrics were moving. Students discovered that they could learn and
have fun at the same time. Religion classes did not have to be boring or intimidating.
The rock opera Tommy was
released in 1969. The Who did a
masterful job of taking the
listener on a musical journey into
a fantasy experience that was
filled with a wide range of moral
lessons. Tommy was riveting and
moving. Listening to it held our
attention and caused discussions
and debates on the overt and
hidden meanings of the songs.
The original London concept recording of the rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar was released just
in time for me to use it in class. While the opera had a traditional religious plot – well known to the
students – the music was anything but traditional. Everyone enjoyed listening to the songs. Rather
than pretending to go to “catechism class” and instead skipping religious instruction and hanging out
somewhere and smoking cigarettes with their friends, these students attended my class without fail.
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When I finished my first year of law school in June 1970, I was also able to graduate from Wayne
State University and receive my Bachelor of Arts Degree. Two months later, David and I decided
to take a vacation in California. Our friend Bill had moved from Detroit to San Francisco and he
offered to put us up for a few days. Another ex-Detroiter, Jerry, who lived in Los Angeles invited
us to spend a few days at his house.
I enjoyed San Francisco, but I liked L.A. even better – especially because of the warmer weather.
I loved the racial and ethnic diversity of Southern California. Unlike Detroit, which was segregated
into black and white areas, Los Angeles had a more diverse mix of people and its residential areas
were more integrated – plus there was a large, and increasingly open gay community.
Over the course of those few days, we went
to a variety of gay bars. A piano bar where
the patrons sang show tunes. A Levi-leather
bar with a crowd of masculine and handsome
men. A dance bar where patrons included
blacks, Asians, and Latinos in addition to
white customers. The diversity and variety
of the gay bar culture was intriguing. What
was most amazing, however, is that the Los
Angeles gay community had its own
newspaper – The Advocate. The issue that
was circulating when we were visiting Los
Angeles carried a front-page story about the
Gay Pride protest marches that had occurred
in Los Angeles and in New York the prior
week. Thousands of lesbians and gay men had marched in the streets of Los Angeles, demanding
an end to police harassment and the repeal of sodomy laws that criminalized our love making. This
was something that attracted me very much to the area. I knew that I wanted to move to California.
I envisioned living in Los Angeles and becoming an advocate for justice and equal rights.
Just as I had once wanted to transition from undergraduate school to law school without any delay,
I felt the same impatience about moving to Los Angeles. I knew that I would explore the process
of moving as soon as I returned to Detroit when the vacation was over. That is what I did.
As I entered my second year of law school at Detroit College of Law in September 1970, and took
on a part-time job as a law clerk with the firm of Elsman, Young, and O’Rourke, I started to submit
applications to law schools in California. I applied to some schools in San Francisco as well as Los
Angeles, just in case no school in Southern California would accept me. Better to be in Northern
California than Michigan, I thought. But moving to Los Angeles was my goal.
I received letters of acceptance from two Jesuit-run institutions: the University of San Francisco Law
School and Loyola University School of Law in Los Angeles. I enrolled in the latter effective
January 1, 1971. My dream was about to become true. I would be a gay law student in Los Angeles.
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My first week living in Los Angeles was a real shocker – literally. The guy we had stayed with on
vacation for a few days, Jerry, offered to put me up for a semester at his house. He lived in a two
bedroom home in the heart of the city. The house was built into the side of a hilltop in the Mt.
Washington area. My bedroom rested on stilts.
I arrived at Jerry’s on February 7 and went to Loyola to register
and buy books the next day. I had barely started to adjust to
my new environment, when the unthinkable happened.
I was sleeping in my bed – with a bookcase headboard above
and behind me filled with heavy law books – when I was
awakened by a jolt. I saw flashes of light through the
windows. My law books started to fall on my head. The
Sparklets water dispenser at the edge of the room started to
sway. The shaking continued and intensified. I was horrified.
I could not imagine what was happening. I had never thought
about earthquakes, much less experienced one, so I was not
able to put a label on what was occurring. I ran into the other bedroom in a panic. Jerry grabbed me
and tried to calm me down. “It’s only an earthquake,” he explained. Only? Really? He held me
down so that I would not flee the house and get hurt by falling objects outside. The shaking seemed
to last forever, although the reality was probably about two minutes. Then there were the
aftershocks, some pretty large, that happened over the next few days.
This was my initiation to life in Los Angeles. I made a decision that week. I thought about life in
Michigan and compared it with life in California. I felt stuck in Michigan, stuck in a culture that
seemed closed minded and guarded. There was no gay newspaper there. No gay community. Cities
were segregated. Politics were conservative. In contrast, California was more open. More diverse.
More gay friendly. I decided that even with its occasional earthquakes – which could be deadly –
I would rather live and perhaps die in Los Angeles than continue to live in Michigan. I made a
commitment to become a Californian. There would be no turning back.
At the end of my first semester at Loyola, I was forced to return to Detroit. I had run out of money
and was not able to continue with law school in the fall. I was distraught by this reality, but it was
my reality. So I got a full-time job at Korvette’s department store and saved money. I asked Loyola
for permission to take a short hiatus from my studies there. They agreed that I could return in the
semester that would begin in February 1972. I applied for and was granted a scholarship which made
resuming my studies at Loyola feasible.
Just as I was transitioning to a new life in the early 1970s, so were my parents and my siblings. My
older brother had gotten married in the late 1960s and now had a child. My parents and my siblings
who were still at home in Ferndale moved to Lake Orion. My parents built a house there – on land
that had been purchased by my mother’s parents in the 1930s. Their new house was situated right
next door to the cottage my grandparents had built and that we had all enjoyed as a vacation spot for
decades. Ferndale became a memory for the entire Coleman family. We all moved on.
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Peripheral Influences:
Lake Orion and Carsonville
Lake Orion
The Village of Lake Orion is a small community about 35 miles north of Ferndale. It is surrounded
by a larger geographic area known as Orion Township. The history of Lake Orion is told in a book
– Oakland County Book of History – published in 1970. It contains chapters about many villages,
townships, and cities in Oakland County.
“Lake Orion's colorful past includes pioneers, a land swindle, a mineral spring with water claimed
beneficial to both kidneys and liver, a floating island, a resort era where church assemblies competed
for attention with a boisterous amusement park and rumored sea serpent,” explains the opening
paragraph of the four pages of the book that are devoted to Lake Orion.
The first frame house was built in the early 1800s on the northern end of town and was used as a
hotel. It was called Orion House. Then came the first village store. Then a post office, followed by
a village doctor, and a lawyer. Several blacksmith shops were opened as the growing population
created a demand for this service. In 1844, the first schoolhouse was built on the corner of Church
and Anderson Streets.
The area, first named “Chautaugua of Lower Michigan,” became known as Orion in 1854. The area
was incorporated as a village in 1859. Saloons were built to satisfy thirsty Teamsters who drove
heavy loads of timber into Pontiac, a town several miles south of Orion. At the time, gambling and
drunkenness were common in Orion. In 1882, the village reported income of $1,023.32 of which
over half was collected from liquor taxes.
When the railroad was built
through Lake Orion in 1872,
travelers from Detroit would ride a
train to Orion. Once there, a
steam-propelled boat would
transport visitors to and from the
islands on Lake Orion.
Then a bridge was constructed to
Park Island where there was a
dance hall, a viewing tower, and an
amphitheater containing hundreds
of seats. Lake Orion became a
resort destination for a growing An amusement park in Lake Orion back in the day
middle class.
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My Steil grandparents discovered Lake Orion in
the 1930s. They bought a dozen lots in a
residential area, known as Bunny Run, on the
outskirts of the village. They eventually built a
small cottage which was surrounded by the empty
lots.
The subdivision had a modest country club for
area residents that offered a place to gather with
neighbors to swim and picnic. A small clubhouse
provided a place for dances.

The cottage was built in the 1930s

As a teenager, my mother brought her city friends
to Bunny Run for summer activities. After she
married, the cottage and the country club became
a summer vacation spot for the Coleman family.
Bunny Run was a respite from the somewhat
hectic city life in Ferndale. Mom would
sometimes take us kids to the cottage for a week or
so in the summer. Dad would commute to work
in Highland Park during these mini-vacations.
Our grandparents would often join us on
weekends. When I was about 12, I could sit on
Grandpa Steil’s lap and drive his car home from
St. Joseph’s Church after Sunday Mass. Our
parent’s friends or relatives sometimes would
come to the cottage for a Sunday picnic or for a
Dad, grandparents, friends, Tom and Larry
Steil family reunion.
The gravitational pull of Lake Orion was irresistible
to many Colemans. My parents moved there in the
early 1970s. A few of my siblings went to school
there. Some of them – Gary, Cathy, Carolyn, and
Diane – continue to live in that area.

St. Joseph Catholic Church in Lake Orion

Lake Orion receives an honorable mention in a
book about growing up in Ferndale because it was
part of my overall childhood adventure. I think that
I appreciated Ferndale more because of its contrast
with Lake Orion, and vice versa. Lake Orion was
a country cousin of Ferndale.
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Carsonville
Speaking of country cousins, we had some in
Carsonville. My father’s sister, Betty, married Casper
Basler in the early 1940s. She moved to Carsonville,
Michigan where her new husband lived. Casper, like
his father, was a farmer.

Aunt Betty, Dad, Danny, and me in 1951

They built a farm house where they operated a dairy
farm. On their many acres of land, they grew fields of
oats, alfalfa, and corn – some crops to feed the cattle
and others to sell to grain distributers. Aunt Betty and
Uncle Cap had several children. Charles and John
were closer in age to my older brother Larry. Roger
was a year younger than me. Connie, their only
daughter, was close in age to my sisters Maryann and
Cathy. When our parents took us to the farm to visit,
we had cousins to play with.

Every summer we would have a “foreign exchange”
program of sorts. For several years, Larry and Dan and
I would spend two weeks in Carsonville where we
would experience and learn about farm living. In
addition to recreational activities such as fishing,
hiking, and swimming, we would spend several hours a
day, a few days a week, helping with chores. We rode
on the hay wagon as our uncle would drive the tractor
and the bailing machine would crank out bails of hay
that our cousins would haul up onto the wagon and
stack them higher and higher. Shoveling manure in the
barn was no fun.
Going to church with them on Sunday exposed us to a Coleman kids in farm house kitchen with
different religion. They were Lutherans and we were Aunt Betty and Grandma Finney in 1970
Catholics. We liked going to the county fair. We
learned about farm animals, including milking a cow by
hand and gathering eggs from the hens. We would help our grandmother pick berries from raspberry
bushes in the family garden. It was exciting when Uncle Cap would allow us to drive the tractor.
Our experience spending time on the farm was a sharp contrast to life in Ferndale. We knew where
the milk came from when the milkman delivered it to our door or when we poured it on our cereal.
We no longer took for granted the distribution of food. We knew how hard it was for farmers to
plant, tend, and harvest crops on vast expanses of land in the heartland. City life in Ferndale seemed
a lot easier when we compared it to the life of our cousins on the farm in Carsonville.
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Epilogue:
Michigan in Retrospect
Looking back at my life in Michigan, and my experiences in Ferndale, is much different than living
that life and having those experiences in real time as they unfolded. Then, I was naive and
inexperienced. I was more inclined to accept things at face value during the 1950s and then more
likely to challenge things, perhaps more than the situations warranted, in the 1960s.
Given my experiences during the 50 years since we graduated
from St. James in 1966, I feel that I am in a much better
position to understand what was really happening in Ferndale
in the two decades that I lived in or was connected to that
community. There were many social, economic, and political
forces at play back then – forces of which I was not aware at
the time. I barely knew what was happening with my own
body and mind and what was occurring in my own
neighborhood. I was mostly oblivious to the genetic and
historical influences or the national and world dynamics that
affected our daily lives in Ferndale.
With seven more years of education after St. James, and
decades of participation as a legal and political advocate, I
am in a better position to reexamine my life, including the
forces that influenced it and shaped my view of myself and
others as I was developing from a young boy to a young man.
Some of the issues on which I was influenced at the time, and which I am now better able to
understand, include race, religion, gender, and sexual orientation. Society had very rigid and often
punitive strictures on these matters when I was growing up in Ferndale in the 1950s and 1960s. The
white race was implicitly considered superior, men had more authority than women, and strict
adherence to the Christian faith and Catholic doctrine was the only path to heaven. Everyone was
assumed to be heterosexual and anyone who deviated from the heterosexual norm was considered
to be a pervert. If you operated your life within these parameters, you would have a pleasant life.
If you did not, there would be a price to pay. Ridicule, ostracism, and discrimination was the price.
There was an undercurrent of anti-Semitism in the society in which we lived back then. The society
of the 1950s was built upon the society of the 1930s and 1940s. During those two prior decades,
prejudice against Jews was overt. Verbal attacks against the Jewish community were broadcast from
Royal Oak to millions of Americans over the airwaves on a weekly radio program emanating from
the Shrine of the Little Flower Church. Homeowners in Oakland County signed restrictive covenants
in the 1930s and 1940s in which they agreed not to sell property to a Jew.
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Remnants of this anti-Semitism endured in the 1950s and 1960s. I recall hearing adults in my
extended family criticizing Jews for selling houses in Detroit to black families as the Jews moved
to the suburbs. They were breaking the code – transformed to an unwritten code due to a 1947
Supreme Court decision outlawing such discriminatory practices. My own parents were unhappy
when I made friends with a young man of the Jewish faith in my senior year. I now understand that
their displeasure stemmed from their own societal brainwashing as they were growing up.
In terms of racial discrimination, social pressures were stronger and personal attitudes were more
firmly held than were feelings about Jews. Perhaps that was because black people were more visible
and easily identifiable. Racial segregation was a way of life in the 1950s. The social unrest and
political turmoil associated with demands for racial equality made white people more than a little
uncomfortable. White flight from Detroit to the suburbs accelerated in the 1960s and 1970s. On a
personal note, I heard others using the “N” word on a recurring basis during my two decades in
Ferndale. Many adults who used such language were mimicking the terminology they heard as they
were growing up.
In terms of gender, the roles of men and women were
based on societal and historical stereotypes. The same
was true for boys and girls. Boys should play with
trucks; girls with dolls. Men were doctors; women were
nurses. Bosses were men; secretaries were women.
Priests were men; nuns were women. With some
exceptions, men went to work to earn a paycheck, while
women stayed home to raise the kids, cook, and do
housework. Crossing over the gender barrier line was
highly frowned upon.
Sexual orientation biases were very firmly held. The
subject of homosexuality was not discussed among my
friends or between adults in social conversations, at least not in my earshot. The subject did
occasionally come up, in a brief and rather obscure way, when the topic of mortal sins were
mentioned during a religion class. Other than a general awareness that homosexuals would be
condemned to hell for all eternity, I had no information on the subject. I was afraid to ask for a book
on the subject at the library. Such books were kept in a restricted area. Everyone was presumed to
be heterosexual. No one would ever have imagined a boy dating a boy or a girl going steady with
another girl. There was simply no room for homosexuals in polite society.
That was then. This is now. Racial discrimination is illegal under state and federal law. The federal
government led the way with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Michigan Legislature
passed a parallel law about 10 years later. I’m sure that racial discrimination still exists in Ferndale,
Oakland County, and Michigan – as it does to some extent everywhere – but it is now condemned,
not condoned, by society. The same is true for discrimination against religious minorities.
Gender stereotyping and sex discrimination are also illegal under state and federal law. Social mores
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have changed in terms of the proper role of men and women in society. Women serve on city
councils. Michigan has had a woman governor in the recent past. Girls are taught in school that they
can excel in any business or profession. Many, perhaps most, women have jobs outside of the home.
Some men are stay-at-home dads. While the Catholic Church still holds firm to a male-only
priesthood, the Vatican is on the verge of authorizing women to be deacons of the church.
In terms of sexual orientation discrimination and gay rights, an ordinance prohibiting such
discrimination was proposed there in 1991. After three referenda on the matter in subsequent years,
such an ordinance was finally adopted in 2006. State law does not protect members of the LGBT
community from sexual orientation discrimination. The Michigan Legislature and the Michigan
Supreme Court refused to repeal or invalidate the state’s sodomy law, but the United States Supreme
Court forced the state to do so in 2003. Gay marriage was once prohibited by state law, but the
Supreme Court invalidated that law in 2015.
As a community, Ferndale is more LGBT friendly than
ever before. Affirmations, an LGBT community center,
is located on Nine Mile Road near Woodward Avenue
and has been there for several years – right in the heart
of the city. The number of gays and lesbians living in
Ferndale has steadily grown over the years. A news
story published in 2001 explained that sexual
orientation is no longer an issue in Ferndale. In civic
affairs and social life, people do not assume that
everyone is straight. Instead, it is assumed that a
significant number of residents are gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender.
Two LGBT-owned bookstores opened in Ferndale in
the early 1990s. They specifically catered to the LGBT
community. Cobalt opened as the first gay bar in Oakland County. Craig Covey ran for city council
as an openly gay person in 1995 and came in last; he ran again in 1999 and won. After serving a few
terms, Covey was succeeded by another openly gay man as mayor.
There have been other indicators that Ferndale is more than gay friendly. Motor City Pride moved
to Ferndale in 2003. Then, in 2011, when it moved back to Detroit, a second pride festival – called
Ferndale Pride – was launched. According to the 2010 Census, among Michigan cities Ferndale is
second only to its neighbor to the north, Pleasant Ridge, for the highest percentage of households
with same-sex couples.
Increasingly having more racial and ethnic diversity in its population, and becoming a place that
more gays and lesbians want to live, work, socialize and seek entertainment, I would consider living
in Ferndale if it weren’t for my aversion to Michigan winters. With all of the social, economic, and
political changes I see occurring in Ferndale, I am becoming increasingly proud to say that I grew
up in Ferndale.
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